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1 Guidelines

Below is a non-exhaustive list of possible topics for semester projects. If you have an idea for a project, do not hesitate to discuss it with the instructor. There are main categories to choose from:

1. Implement and evaluate an algorithm, Sections 2. 
2. Model and solve a problem as a CSP, Section 3.

3. Investigate an advanced theoretical concept, Section 4.

4. Conduct a critical literature survey of an advanced topic, Section 5.

Finally, a few suggestions for paper summaries and presentations to improve your grade are provided in Section 6.

More guidelines:

- Some projects may have enough substance to be conducted in a team of two students. When this is the case, each student will have to provide the instructor with an evaluation of the performance of his/her team partners. This feedback could be provided orally or by filling a standard form (ask instructor for the form).

- The same project may be chosen by more than one person or team. So, do not rush to ‘reserve’ yourself a project. If a project is selected by more than one person or team, we will carry out a comparison of the approach and results.

- Again, you are encouraged to design your own project proposal and discuss it with the instructor. Check the buzzwords appearing on the slides of CSP 101 (Overview), Part I and Part II and we can find papers on the topic for presentation, implementation, and/or classroom discussion in this semester and also in CSCE 921.

  Papers are divided into: invited talks, application papers, full research papers, and short research papers. Quickly identify titles of interest to you, browse through the papers to see if they appeal to you. Come and discuss the marked papers with me and we can decide whether it is appropriate for implementation and testing in a project, paper presentation or paper summary.

  Further, most recent CP papers are now available online from Springer via the UNL library site http://iris.unl.edu. From an off-campus location, you still have to go through the same site but perhaps provide some UNL authentication/identification.

- Collaborate with a research assistant. Contact a research assistant and convince him/her to invest in you and work with you. Define with him/her a project to work on. He/she will provide mentoring and supervision in tight collaboration with the instructor. Current research assistants are: Daniel Geschwender, Anthony Schneider, Nathan Stender, and Robert Woodward.
2 Experimental evaluation of advanced algorithms

Every implementation should be tested, as applicable, on a real-world problem, randomly generated problems, and/or benchmark problems. Usually, results should be reported in terms of nodes visited, constraint checks, CPU time, and other applicable criteria. Generators for random CSPs are available. Tests should be conducted for various values of constraint tightness and density, and results should be averaged for at least 50 problem instances per measurement point. Details of the testing and evaluation methodologies should be discussed with the instructor on a case-by-case basis.

1. **Search strategy.** Study, implement, and test the search strategy known as *depth-bounded discrepancy search* of [Walsh 1997].

2. **Visualization of search.** Choose any of the projects below, simplify it in agreement with the instructor, implement it in Python, and generate a visualization of its operation using Sage.  

3. **Ordering heuristic.** Study, implement, and evaluate the ordering heuristics techniques proposed by Michel and Hentenryck [2012].

4. **Ordering heuristic.** Study, implement, and evaluate the ordering heuristics techniques proposed by Refalo [2004].

5. **Ordering heuristic.** Study, implement, and evaluate the ordering heuristics techniques proposed by Zanarini and Pesant [2007] and their application to alldifferent and regular constraints.

6. **Distributed CSPs.** Study, implement, and evaluate an algorithm for asynchronous backtracking such as the one by Zivan et al. [2007], Zivan and Meisels [2005], or by Maestre and Bessière [2004].

7. **Propagation algorithms: GAC.** Implement and evaluate the performance of solving non-binary CSPs with GAC2001 [Bessière et al. 2005].
   *Comment: Suited for an undergraduate student.*

8. **Parameterized lookahead.** Implement and compare the performance of FC, MAC, and $p$-MAC for solving binary CSPs. $p$-MAC is a lookahead algorithm proposed by a student of CSCE821 during Spring 2008 for controlling the depth of the lookahead according to a depth parameter $p$. The student will have to implement AC2001 as a basis for the lookahead. Please discuss with instructor if interested.

   *Comment: Suited for an undergraduate student.*

10. **Propagation algorithms: path consistency.** Implement and compare the performance of the following algorithms for path consistency: PC-2 [Mackworth 1977], DPC [Dechter 2003a], and PPC [Blick and Sam-Haroud 1999].

11. **Propagation algorithms: path consistency.** Study, implement, and evaluate the algorithms for Path Consistency by Dual Consistency proposed by Lecoutre et al. [2007a].

12. **Comparing arc and path consistency in lookahead.** Implement and compare the performance of the following backtrack search algorithms:

---

(a) Backtrack search with dynamic variable ordering and real full lookahead schema with AC.

(b) Backtrack search with static variable ordering and real full lookahead with DPC (ref. Section 4.2.2 and Figure 4.9 of your textbook [Dechter 2003b]. The variables are ordered using the maximum cardinality ordering on the triangulated graph of the binary CSP.

(c) Backtrack search with dynamic variable ordering and real full lookahead using $PC-8$ [Chmeiss and Jégou 1998].

Comment: Suited for a team of two students. A student can choose to do a portion of the project.

13. *Propagation algorithms for the Latin Square.* Implement and compare the performance and pruning power of the following algorithms for solving the Quasigroup Completion Problem: AC, SAC, GAC, and SGAC. The student would be able to use and improve our current implementation for the Sudoku puzzle in Java.

Comment: Suited for an undergraduate student.

14. *Propagation algorithms for Sudoku.* Implement a more aggressive version of SGAC, $S^2$GAC, and see if it can solve, w/o search, the remaining 7 instances of the Sudoku puzzle. Compare $S^2$GAC to what dual SGAC would be [2007a]. The student would be able to use and improve our current implementation for the Sudoku puzzle in Java.

Comment: Suited for an undergraduate student.

15. *Propagation algorithms for the Kakuro.* Implement and compare the performance and pruning power of the propagation algorithms for solving the Kakuro puzzle [Simonis 2008; Cambazard]. The student may want to use and improve our current implementation for the Sudoku puzzle in Java.


Comment: Suited for an undergraduate student.

For additional challenge, integrate the two algorithms in your backtrack search as full lookahead strategies and compare the pruning power of the two resulting algorithms.

17. *Propagation algorithms: global constraints.* Study, implement, and evaluate the propagation algorithm for the ‘deviation’ global constraint proposed by Schaus et al. [2007].


19. *Propagation algorithms: Temporal Reasoning with qualitative constraints.* Study, implement, and test the algorithms for computing the minimal network on point algebra constraints proposed by Gerevini and Saetti [2007].

20. *Propagation algorithms: subgraph isomorphism.* Study, implement, and test the algorithms for filtering subgraph isomorphism proposed by Zampelli et al. [2007]. (Optional: Compare with a technique for the same purpose studied by the instructor.)

21. *Temporal Reasoning with metric constraints.* Study, implement, and test the algorithms for solving the DTP proposed by Kumar [2005].

Comment: Suited for a graduate student.
22. **Temporal Reasoning with metric constraints: Search.** Study, implement, and evaluate the backtrack search for solving the Disjunctive Temporal Problem (DTP) proposed in Tsamardinos and Pollack [2003].

23. **Symmetry.** Study, implement, and test the techniques proposed by Meseguer and Torras [2001] for exploiting symmetries in backtrack search.

24. **Symmetry.** Study, implement, and test the techniques proposed by Law et al. [2007] for breaking symmetries of interchangeable variables and values.

25. **Symmetry.** Study and implement the symmetry technique for syntactic symmetry of [Benhamou 1994]. Implement it in backtrack search and evaluate its performance and benefits. For increasing the challenge: implement it also for non-binary CSPs.

26. **Dominance.** Study, implement, and test the techniques proposed by Lecoutre et al. [2007b] for improving backtrack search by detecting dominance and pruning the search tree.

27. **Bundling strategies.** (Initial code exists in Common Lisp.) Evaluate bundling strategies on benchmark problems. Modify your FC search algorithm to exploit dynamic neighborhood interchangeability [Choueiry and Davis 2002]. Compare the original and modified algorithms.  
   *Comment: Suited for an undergraduate student.*

28. **Backjumping on QCSPs.** Study, implement, and evaluate the algorithm backjumping for Quantified CSPs proposed by Bacchus and Stergiou [2007].

29. **Decomposition.** Study, implement, and evaluate the algorithm for decomposing CSPs of [Chmeiss et al. 2003].

### 3 Modeling

1. **CLUE as a CSP.** Design a “Player X” agent for the game of Clue. Player X has one SAT/CSP model for its own game and another for each other player in the game. It operates by finding the most informative query for itself and the least informative answer for its opponents. Build an interface that simulates the game and implements Player X. At this stage, the sequence of situations in a given game and the planning aspects should be ignored and replaced by a random generation of “question/answer” scenarios for Player X.
   *Comment: An interesting instance of a distributed CSP with privacy constraints and redundant modeling. May become the basis of an MS thesis, perhaps more. For the semester project, you should ignore the planning-task component of the game. Highly challenging, highly creative.*

2. **Modeling Software Engineering tasks as CSPs.** Either study the modeling of Program Verification as a CSP proposed by Collaviza and Rueher [2007], or propose a model of this or another task in Software Engineering as a CSP. Implement, test, and evaluate the proposed techniques on toy and/or benchmark problems.
   *Comment: Instructor is not familiar with work in this area.*

3. **Global constraints.** Research a number of global constraints, study their semantics, and investigate, implement, and evaluate the specialized propagation algorithms proposed in the literature for this purpose. You may refer to the catalogue in [http://www.emn.fr/x-info/sdemasse/gccat/](http://www.emn.fr/x-info/sdemasse/gccat/) or proceedings of main conferences.
4 Research

1. **Learning with Conflict Directed Backjumping.** CBJ could benefit from maintaining the learned no-goods to improve pruning during search. Modify FC-CBJ to record and manage no-goods and exploit them during search.

2. **Theoretical aspects of Constraint Satisfaction.** Study the work of Atserias et al. [2007], Kolaitis and Vardi [2008], Feder and Vardi. Alternatively, study the contributions in the Dagstuhl Seminar 09441 “The Constraint Satisfaction Problem: Complexity and Approximability” [Creignou et al. 2008]. You may choose to focus on the work of a particular author or any subset of them. *Comment: Suited only for a student with a solid preparation in TCS.*

3. **Generation of random solutions.** Study, implement and test the method for generating solutions to a CSP uniformly at random of [Dechter et al. 2002].

4. **Disjunctive decomposition.** Study the following disjunctive decomposition strategy: Each value for each variable is evaluated to assess whether its removal would cause a binary CSP to become disconnected. The technique is best used neighborhood interchangeability. Study the structure of the disconnected CSPs. For one of them, either solve it with search or repeat the operation. Focus on binary CSPs as a first approximation. Discuss topic with instructor.

5 Literature review

Conduct a critical review and a synthesis of an area where constraints are studied or applied, such as:

1. Tractability conditions and the broken triangle property, as documented in the recent papers by Martin Cooper. (Ask instructor for references.)

2. Multi-valued decision diagrams (MDD) are compact structures for storing partial solutions. Research, study, and compare how MDD are exploited in CP using the paper [Hoda et al. 2010].

3. Study of propagation in SAT solvers and comparison to consistency algorithm in CSP solvers.

4. Symmetric CSPs.

5. Hypertree decomposition (tractability studies of CSPs), e.g. [Hubie Chen 2005; Grohe and Marx 2006].

6. Use of SAT and constraints in Model Checking.

7. Soft constraints and preferences in CSPs: CP-nets.

8. Temporal reasoning.

9. Distributed CSPs.

10. Numeric (a.k.a. continuous) CSPs.

11. Relationship between CSPs and belief networks (recent work by Dechter).

---

2[www.cs.rice.edu/˜vardi/papers/pods00t.ps.gz](http://www.cs.rice.edu/~vardi/papers/pods00t.ps.gz)
6 Some papers for summaries or presentations

Here is a list of papers you may want to study for a summary:

- Value ordering heuristic for finding all the solutions of a CSP [Smith and Sturdy 1997].
- CP toolboxes: Visualization Platform for CP [Simonis et al. 2010], Modeling, Debugging, and Visualization Environment [Bauer et al. 2010].
- Restart strategies for backtrack search [Wu and van Beek 2007]. Could be also used for a project: implement, test, and compared against the one in [Guddeti and Choueiry 2005].
- Tractability of perfect constraints [Salamon and Jeavons 2008].
- Semiring and soft constraints for diagnosis [Sachenbacher and Williams 2004].
- The paper on variable ordering heuristics by Beck et al. [2003]. (You may find it useful to read the short ones too: [Beck et al. 2004a; 2004b].
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